
Comics About Depression, Anxiety, Love, and
Finding the Humor in Being Sad
Depression and anxiety are prevalent mental health issues that affect a
significant portion of the global population. While these conditions may bring
about feelings of sadness and despair, many artists have found a way to portray
and explore them through comics. These comics not only shed light on the
struggles individuals face but also provide a unique perspective on finding humor
and love amidst the darkness.

Comics have long been a medium for self-expression, giving artists the freedom
to depict their innermost thoughts and emotions. When it comes to depression
and anxiety, comics offer an effective platform to visually represent the
complexities of these conditions. With simple illustrations and relatable
characters, comics can encapsulate the raw vulnerability, confusion, and
hopelessness that individuals experiencing mental health issues often encounter.

Depression - The Silent Battle

Depression is often referred to as the silent battle because its effects can often go
unnoticed by others. Through comics, artists have embraced this theme, aptly
portraying the internal struggle faced by individuals with depression. These
comics beautifully capture the feelings of isolation, emptiness, and fatigue that
come hand in hand with depression.
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An example of a well-known comic about depression is "Hyperbole and a Half" by
Allie Brosh. In her comic, Brosh uses simple drawings and witty commentary to
illustrate the challenges she faces during her depressive episodes. The comic not
only resonates with those experiencing depression, but it also educates people
about the true nature of the condition.

Anxiety - The Constant Worry

Anxiety can be an overwhelming condition that causes individuals to be in a
constant state of worry. Comics provide a visual representation of the internal
turmoil experienced by those living with anxiety. The vivid imagery and relatable
characters help depict the racing thoughts, panic attacks, and unease that
accompany anxiety disorders.

One comic that skillfully explores anxiety is "Sarah's Scribbles" by Sarah
Andersen. Through her relatable character, Sarah, Andersen portrays the daily
challenges faced by individuals with anxiety. The comics show how even the
simplest tasks can trigger anxiety and highlight the importance of self-acceptance
and humor in managing the condition.

Love and Support - The Healing Power
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While depression and anxiety are often portrayed as debilitating, comics also
emphasize the healing power of love and support. The understanding and
patience shown by loved ones can bring hope and alleviate some of the pain
caused by these conditions. Comics have the ability to beautifully depict the
powerful impact of compassion and empathy.

"Lunarbaboon" by Christopher Grady is a comic that exemplifies the theme of
love and support. The artist focuses on the experiences of a father and his son,
portraying their heartwarming interactions and the valuable life lessons they
share. Through love, the comic showcases the resilience and strength that can
be found even in the darkest moments.

The Humor in Being Sad - Finding Light in the Dark

While it may seem contradictory, finding humor in being sad can be a powerful
coping mechanism. Comics that explore this theme often present the lighter side
of depression and anxiety, helping individuals feel less alone in their struggles.
These comics create a safe space for individuals to laugh at the absurdities of
their condition.

"Introvert Doodles" by Marzi Wilson is a comic that delves into the lighter side of
anxiety and depression. By using charming doodles and clever captions, Wilson
showcases the quirks and everyday situations that introverted individuals face.
Through humor, the comic reminds readers that being sad doesn't always have to
be entirely dark and can even elicit laughter.

In

Comics about depression, anxiety, love, and finding humor in being sad provide a
unique perspective on these mental health issues. Through simple illustrations
and relatable characters, artists can capture the complexities and emotions that



individuals experience. These comics shed light on the silent battles fought by
those with depression, the constant worry faced by individuals with anxiety, and
the healing power of love and support.

By finding humor in being sad, these comics create a sense of solidarity among
individuals facing mental health struggles. They remind us that it's okay to laugh
at the absurdities of life and provide hope that amidst the darkness, love and
support can bring light.
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In this darkly witty graphic memoir, the author examines her experiences with
mental illness, love, and all of life’s highs and lows.

Just Peachy is a comic series that explores what the day-to-day is like with
depression and/or anxiety. The all-too-real cartoon protagonist gives readers a
character to empathize with and helps explain some of the not often talked about
consequences and symptoms of having depression. The comics also explore the
themes of heartbreak, finding love, dealing with stress, and capturing the magical
moments in life that keep us going.
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Through dark humor and cute illustrations, the subject matter becomes a bit more
bearable, allowing for honest discussion about things like treatment and getting
through anxiety attacks, and providing some comfort in times of struggle.

For anyone affected by mental illness, Just Peachy shows that you are not alone.
Simply put, this is an encouraging collection of comics about being just okay
sometimes.

“Chisholm’s graphic memoir about her battle to overcome panic and gloom is told
with an almost adorably cute sadness. . . . This is a sweet-natured, guardedly
optimistic handbook for working through the bad times with an occasional well-
earned laugh.” —Publishers Weekly

“Just Peachy offers a delightful commiseration on the human condition. It is
cheerfully conspiratorial for those who share the author’s plight. It laughs in the
face of existential dread. A scrumptious treat made by a confectioner of emotional
distress.”—Emily Niland & Coree Spencer, authors of I’m Not Okay, You’re Not
Okay

“Thoughtful and poignant.” —Booklist

“So brave of Holly Chisholm to share her struggles with mental health issues
through this creative medium. Just Peachy will inspire others to connect to,
navigate through, and recover from their own day-to-day trials and tribulations of
living with a mental illness. Well done!” —Dr. Carlin Barnes and Dr. Marketa Wills,
authors of Understanding Mental Illness and founders of Healthy Mind MDs
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